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Practical electronic resources:

- Fulltext PhD and masters’ dissertations & Theses; PatentQuest;
- Articles & Conference Material of Institute of Physics (IPD).
- Research articles of SpringerLink by subscription (Open URL):
- Science, Computer Science, Earth and Environmental Science, Advanced Engineering, Nanoscience and Nanotechnology, Medicine, Physics and Astronomy, Professional and Agricultural Computing.
- Fulltext dissertations & Theses of Russian Scientific Library;
- Abstract journals of ZENON on Russian.
- Data bases: Lomonosov, Liga Znania, Znania, PubMed (in Russian)

Test access:
- Own database access to different journals, e-book and data bases.
- Own generated resources:
- E-mail
- E-library

Electronic archive of Donetsk National Technical University
http://e.a.donstu.edu.ua

- Electronic resources usage, impact, value and purposes of project.
- What we have done:
  -.StatusBadRequest (on the site).
  - The inclusion of the archive in a collection with the system  (archive registration; EMERITUS - Entity deposit).
  - Legal regulations on the EA considered the Faculty Academic Council.
  - Appropriate managers of EA and responsible for the intellectual stimulation.
  - DOE documents are available in the Electronic archive of Donetsk National Technical University.
- We need to prove the role of open access in modern libraries.
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New opportunities for DonNTU Library through participation in the ELibUkr project

A list of direct resources:
- Online access to access to databases
- Online access to access to journals
- Online access to access to books

Electronic archive of Donetsk National Technical University
http://e.a.donstu.edu.ua

- Electronic resources usage, impact, value and purposes of project.
- What we have done:
  -noDB (on the site).
  - The inclusion of the archive in a collection with the system  (archive registration; EMERITUS - Entity deposit).
  - Legal regulations on the EA considered the Faculty Academic Council.
  - Appropriate managers of EA and responsible for the intellectual stimulation.
  - DOE documents are available in the Electronic archive of Donetsk National Technical University.
- We need to prove the role of open access in modern libraries.
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